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continue past the barrel and follow the path to the right of the picture, where it splits to the north and south. youll find the console to the north at the next split. this will
allow you to sell the leather and all the weapons you pick up. continue to the third fork and take the east path. continue on to the fourth fork. head up the first hill to the

north to find the combat knife, then go to the second one to find the combat shotgun. head south down the hill and then climb the next hill to find the combat sniper rifle.
after solving the "maya twins" minigame, the mobile branch of the tree begins to grow. the player has the option to increase the height of the tree by placing a seat on the
spire of the newly formed tree. the player can also place a bench on the side of the spire. to claim a bench as a home, the player must sit on it, keeping it in a zen mode for
at least ten minutes. this requires a character with the meditation skill. inspect the supplies you brought with you. you can find a large number of supplies here, including
the saddlery, a kitchen, a dining room, a bedroom, and inventory room. the frequency with which the supplies are used varies. after each use, the item loses durability.

stockpiled items will decay at the end of the level if they were not used. after using a supply, the supply will only be usable during the level, although the durability of the
item remains. there is a campfire in each base camp where you can cook supplies. other food items can also be cooked at a campfire. you can also use your freshly

acquired supplies by cooking them at a campfire, which doesn't require any fuel.
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